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Introduction
Presented here are the results of a rapid prototyping research project inquiring how students in the Undergraduate Library at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign make use of a mobile wayfinding application (app) to locate books when given a call number. The app is a functional prototype for Android phones. All student participants were loaned a Nexus One​[1]​ developer phone for use in the study. The functional prototype is not yet in production as a library service, but is accessible to students by way of the Android Market.​[2]​ Using a non-linear design model of formative evaluation, development is intertwined with student use feedback. By using this iterative feedback method researchers design a final product vetted through student use that incorporates student expectations for next-generation wayfinding systems.
Literature Review 
Handheld ubiquitous access to information makes an array of service innovations possible for libraries of all types.  One service focus important to libraries with a print collection is the ability for patrons to be guided to the location of books when they have a call number in hand. The current study is an experimental pilot implementation of a mobile wayfinding application in the Undergraduate Library at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign where patrons frequently ask directional questions to the location of books in the stacks. As an undergraduate library, the service focus prominently features transition support for new students who must become accustomed to an unfamiliar research library; inclusive of a variety of service points and a collection that features twelve million volumes and over thirty departmental libraries. 
The new class of undergraduate student is rapidly embracing handheld access to information. The ECAR Study of Undergraduate Students and Information Technology, 2010 reports – “it would seem that using the Internet from handheld devices is becoming more of a mainstream activity …”​[3]​ A further finding that underscored the importance of mobile service development in libraries is the fact that among respondents, 62.7% (out of a sample of 36, 950 undergraduate students) owned an Internet-capable handheld device.​[4]​ The library services geared toward users of internet capable handheld devices are few; and when libraries develop for mobile service, they usually develop a “mobile-friendly”​[5]​ version of their catalog and webpage, such that web based desktop services are replicated for a small screen. Researchers undertook the current study to implement new location-based library services for a growing sector of the handheld tools students will use to discover resources necessary in completing coursework.
With a number of students carrying handheld devices that offer wireless access to data it is significant to note that handheld devices can also act as beacons for navigation, much like a GPS device for roadway navigation. In-building navigation for libraries is in the early stages of development. Previous mobile wayfinding experiments include work on the SmartLibrary system. Two papers on the SmartLibrary system from University of Oulu Library, Finland are inspirations for this project.​[6]​ The SmartLibrary system describes the use of PDAs to locate collections in the building. These papers report that approximating the location of the device is accomplished through wireless signal inference using the building’s access points and triangulation among these points. The authors of the articles also stem from the engineering departments at the University of Oulu, Finland, which is an early indication that for creating any sort of positioning engine it is imperative to form partnerships with campus researchers (in computer science, robotics, and electrical and computer engineering) who have experience with positioning mobile devices or other location-aware beacons.  A recent paper on library positioning systems for stacks navigation by Chen & Yang shows that mobile positioning systems are replicable in other libraries. ​[7]​  
The Project Information Literacy research study finds that “the sheer act of just getting started on research assignments and defining a research inquiry was overwhelming for students—more so than any of the subsequent steps in the research process.”​[8]​ A mobile wayfinding app such as this may help students begin their course research in the library. In a sense it can help students begin to find a context to their search for course related library information. Context finding emerges as an important finding in this Information Literacy research. Specifically, a 2009 progress report defines specific areas of context-finding students enter into while completing research. Identified context needs of students include: “Big picture, Language, Situational, and Information Gathering contexts.”​[9]​ A logical outcome of this research is to design library discovery systems (inclusive of mobile discovery) that support the varying contextual needs of students and crucially – the needed evaluative study of these new systems for the degree at which they can alleviate information overload in the students research process.
The 2011 Horizon Report identifies anticipated areas of technological impact facing higher education in both the near and long term. Mobile computing is listed in the 2011 report as influencing higher education within the near term with specific areas of impact as: integrating mobile resources (like twitter or mobile apps) at little to no cost to campus IT departments.​[10]​ Mobile is important, and an exciting area for exploration simply due to its multiplicity of applications in educational environments: “Mobiles embody the convergence of several technologies that lend themselves to educational use, including electronic book readers, annotation tools, applications for creation and composition, and social networking tools. GPS and compasses allow sophisticated location and positioning, accelerometers and motion sensors enable the device to be used in completely new ways, digital capture and editing bring rich tools for video, audio, and imaging — more and more, mobiles encompass it all, and innovation in mobile device development continues at an unprecedented pace.”​[11]​
Researchers at the University of Illinois are fundamentally concerned with creating discovery tools that have been developed with student input; we are interested in creating tools that are authentically useful to students. One way to develop mobile apps is to make use of rapid prototyping methods that offer the ability to evaluate and shape the new tool early in the design phase. Rapid prototyping is defined in Jones and Richey as “…a type of formative evaluation that can effectively be used early and repeatedly…”​[12]​ The deliverable of the current research presented in this paper is a functional prototype that “demonstrates user and computer interactions.”​[13]​ Jones and Richey indicate that while the rapid prototyping model is used differently in different professions, in a generalized sense the model of rapid prototyping is “encircled” by way of “evaluation and feedback, a process that is applied through continual customer involvement throughout the entire project…”​[14]​ This is the non-linear design model by which we aim to develop new discovery tools in the Undergraduate Library.
Usability is closely tied to the model of rapid prototyping, since what is essentially being studied is the usefulness of the application for student wayfinding. The present research study can be more aptly defined as employing usability engineering methods, which take place early in the design phase.​[15]​  Understanding attributes associated with the usefulness of the wayfinding tool for locating books informs our central research question: Can a mobile wayfinding app on a handheld device guide students to the location of books in the library? 
We are concerned with uncovering the desired features for such a system and further inquiring if this software is worthwhile for the library to develop. The outcome of this research is to uncover what students prefer in wayfinding systems and to identify fail-points in mobile wayfinding use.
Methodology
The formative evaluation methodology records three sets of data: students’ observed behavior, an interview with students after using the wayfinding application, and a student think-aloud protocol. In the think-aloud portion students are asked to share aloud their thoughts about the app as they use it to locate books in the library.​[16]​ The investigators log records observations of students’ initial reaction and use of the app. Investigator log and debriefing interview questions are informed by previous methods research on applied mobile digital library development.​[17]​
Devices
The wayfinding software was developed for Android devices. The test device used in this study is the Nexus One phone with version 2.2 of the Android operating system. The app is available as a functional prototype on the Android Market. Students can download the software to their own Android device by searching “library helper” from the Android Market. To record the students think-aloud protocol researchers used an iPhone’s (version 3G, running the iOs 3) Voice Memo app. Think aloud transcripts were downloaded and analyzed for themes of use. The grounded theory method, an open coding approach is used to articulate themes from collected data.​[18]​
Population
Participating population included all students in the library; anyone who was in the library was a potential participant for the study. Students who were identified as not busy were approached and asked to participate in a library wayfinding study; this is a convenience sample; students already in the library were our test population. As compensation for participating they were given a $20 gift card. 
Sample
Ten students were recruited to use the wayfinding app. Gluck writes that in rapid prototyping -- “…techniques can be effectively used with four to ten participants without being overly concerned with statistical validity, yet emphasizing the anomalies users encounter while engaged with the mockups.” ​[19]​ Five students were asked to test the first version of the wayfinding map, and five additional students were asked to test the second version of the wayfinding map. For rapid prototyping we are essentially concerned with detailed qualitative use data from a small set of test users. By design, this method does not allow us to state definitive trends for all wayfinding software, but rather gives us a rich set of use data about the particular map and specific application interface being studied. Nearly three hours (about 170 minutes) of interview and think-aloud data were collected and analyzed in this study. 
Android App Design
Based on the results of student preferences for the initial map, we made changes to the second round of use studies where students followed a different map that, while not to scale, essentially presented a map by call number range, and attempted to guide students by way of interactive arrows. The interactivity of the second map was further modified in the beta release​[20]​ available on the Android Market.  As a feature of the software, when the phone’s Wi-Fi functionality is activated, the location of the device in the building is approximated and the map is redisplayed based on inferred position. 
Results 
Investigator Log (observation data)
We reviewed ten logs; results are presented based on the students’ previous experience finding books in the Undergrad Library. 
Table 1 - How students with previous library experience react when the wayfinding application does not work as expected?
Reaction	Number of students observed
Student is patient with app	1
Student is surprised 	1
Student is confused by app	1

Table 2 – How students with no previous experience locating library items react when the wayfinding application does not work as they expect?
Reaction	Number of students observed
Student takes app failure personally	2





Though all students recruited for the study had utilized the library space, a majority of test participants, seven students, had previously avoided attempting to find books in the library. Students who had not previously located books before made use of library signs if the app malfunctioned. We can see that students without library experience in locating items also view app failure as a result of user error (personalize the app’s failure) and become frustrated when the app does not work as expected.
Table 3 - Are students with previous library experience able to locate items that are on the shelf?

Action	Number of students observed
Relied on prior knowledge to locate items	1
Located the shelf the book was on	1
Located general call number range	1


Table 4 – Are students with no previous experience able to locate items that are on the shelf?

Action	Number of students observed
Located general call number range	5
Unable to locate items	1
Located the shelf the book was on	1


A wayfinding app is useful if it can direct students to books on the shelf. There was one research participant could not locate the item they were assigned in the test. All other test participants were able to find the location of the general call number range, or locate the specific item, either with use of the app or by relying on previous knowledge. Of importance in this study is the behavior of the first-time user of the library: those without prior experience in locating items, six of the seven first time users, can navigate to the general location of the book in the library with the wayfinding software. This indicates the utility of the app: it is functioning to serve its general purpose of assisting in collections-based library wayfinding.
Table 5 - How do students with previous library experience react if the book is not where it should be?

Reaction	Number of students observed
No reaction	2
Noted book should be there	1

Table 6 – How do students with no previous library experience react if the book is not where it should be?

Reaction	Number of students observed
No reaction	5
Student is confused (believes they made a mistake)	1
Thinks call number is incorrect	1

We hoped by observing the phenomenon of a non-present book we could get a sense of the students’ response to unexpected app functions. As table five and six show over half of the test participants did not visibly react when the software was not functioning properly. Among those students who were aware that the book was not where it should be; one test participant believed they had made a mistake. Another noted the book belonged in the space, but was missing.
Think-aloud and debriefing interviews 
The identified non-mutually exclusive categories (attributes can exist in more than one category) are based on student thoughts while using the app from reviewed think-aloud protocols. Categories include the Technical, Affective, Cognitive, Surprise, Expectations, and Personal.
Table 7 – Identified themes from think-aloud
Theme	Definition
Technical	Comments related to improving functionality of the app.
Affective	Student feelings about the library and using the app.
Cognitive	The demands placed on students for processing information while using the app in the library.
Expectations	Students had expectations for how the app should do certain tasks.
Personal	Individual differences and motivations for using the library are surfaced in this category.
Surprise	Unexpected elements of wayfinding with the mobile app.

Technical impressions are areas in which students commented on the technical aspects of the software. Rich areas of data collected in the technical impressions portion are comments that relate to desired functionality. Student suggestions included displaying title information as well as a cover image of the book. Students also desired that the call number they were looking for be displayed on the map and requested the map of the lower level be labeled as such. Earlier versions of the map did not incorporate an end point, but only guided users to a general library region; which left students requesting features akin to GPS-like performance. 
GPS-like features suggested included incorporating a destination pointer and having the map orient to the direction the student was facing (a common feature for display re-orientation on the iPhone). One student also suggested that the phone incorporate SMS texts from the catalog, thus saving the student time for inputting desired call numbers. In addition, Students usually search for books by title; therefore, a title search should be incorporated as a single search bar for students. Finally, students also volunteered the fact that should the location of the shelves or books change, the wayfinding software will need to be updated as well.
Multiple software malfunctions were identified in the wayfinding tests. For example, researchers did not expect the application to display the incorrect floor map. Although students would be on the lower level of the undergraduate library, the phone would display the upper level floor map. Students also found areas in the library that were incorrectly coded into the software—a specific shelf range the student was directed to did not contain the actual call number desired. Another bug students helped to uncover was the occasional crashing of the application.
Affective categories deal with student feelings of the library and the software used while in the library. One experienced student commented that they could have found the book much easier without the app. Other students responded with joy when they located the desired book– some noted that the software was fun to use.  Another student returned to the library after participating in the wayfinding experiment to suggest an additional feature to researchers. This student suggested that the phone shake or buzz when the user of the app arrived at their desired destination. Furthermore, students enjoyed finding books about their major. A student was pleased when the test book directly related to her field of study -- and was a title she had previously read. One participant informed researchers that they found the idea of checking out books to be “too scary,” which prevented them from trying.
Cognitive demands are associated with the way in which students must process information in the library. This is the category in which the app either places cognitive demands on users or eases the cognitive wayfinding demands that navigating library stacks impose on students. As students input the call number into the phone they expected that the phone would re-display, or remember the call number for them. Students had difficulty interpreting the search boxes; students were confused with the option to input a cutter number along with the first line of the call number in order to locate the book. 
The expectations category concerns those areas in which students expected the application to do specific tasks. Most students were aware when the map was not displaying properly. It became clear that the app should have failure free functionality with map display – we may want to build an option into the app where students choose what level to display; since the phone erratically inferred position during the wayfinding tests. We recorded in the think-aloud that students had forgotten the call numbers they had searched for even though they had the number on an index card in their hand, they expected the phone to keep track of the number for them.
Personal categories included student- volunteered information that did not directly relate to the app or library wayfinding, but that may help inform the library’s understanding of users from an ethnographic lens. Students interviewed ranged from those who had recently graduated to those students who had not yet taken a class but were using the library to prepare for the upcoming semester. They volunteered such information as: sleeping in a previous class, questioning of graduation status, and concerns about funding at the university and whether their major would be discontinued before completion of their degree. Students also volunteered information about their future career plans and their experiences at the university since arriving. They commented they did not like the cold computer labs and thought that the library was a good environment for them before classes began, especially since they did not have their own laptop yet. In general, students’ personal experiences were widely varied, and cannot be reduced to generalities. Understanding that students’ previous experiences shape expectations for library services can help librarians understand the variety of contexts students will bring with them when they are in the library.
Surprising categories include those elements of wayfinding that were unexpected. A surprise for the researchers included the experience that when the map failed to work as designed, students navigated by shelf number; in the second map iteration, the application displayed the shelf number that the call number existed within; these shelf numbers are not usually associated with wayfinding since in the catalog, shelf numbers are not displayed. While previous basic wayfinding research​[21]​ told us that shelf number would aid students in finding books, we had not anticipated that it would be the main strategy in which students would navigate to the location of the item – as was the case when the map incorrectly displayed floor level information.
After using the app in the library participants answered a few short questions about the software. We again used an open coding method as above to categorize trends of the debriefing into the following areas: things that do not work, additional cognitive demands on users, previous library experience, suggested features, attributes that surprise students, students’ thoughts on the library developing the app. These are new areas of data, and those data points that overlap with the preceding area are omitted.

Things that do not work: this area includes the fail-points to use, and are the most crucial to address before the production release of the app. Students noted that when the dynamically generated arrows functioned properly the app would be less confusing. The arrows did not guide students properly if the phone incorrectly approximated the user’s position. Students also reported the need for larger text display on screen. Test participants also noted that it was difficult to understand where the app was leading them. This should be addressed with a pinpoint on the map representing the actual location of the book, similar to the presentation of route information on Google Maps.

Additional Cognitive demands on users: students further communicated cognitive processing of with regard to the amount thinking required for using the mobile app, the library, or both. Students communicated concerns in understanding how the phone functioned, understanding how call numbers are arranged in the library, and in understanding the map displayed on the phone.

Previous library experience: These trends underscore how those students who have searched the library before influence expectations for library service. Students contrasted the wayfinding app to searching the library website and specifically noted that it was confusing to search the library website because of the overload of information but in comparison, the mobile wayfinding app is more efficient.

Conceptual Schema of how users make sense of a new navigation tool: The comments in this category helped librarians understand how students may approach a library navigation tool. Students made comparisons to GPS devices and comparisons to video games and desired wayfinding systems to resemble those gaming environments, specifically more interactivity for engaging the surrounding environment. 
Suggested features: In the interview, as in the previous two sections, we gathered features for further development. 

a) Library-wide and building-wide suggestions include 

	app might be useful to find other rooms in the library; 
	the app may be useful for displaying where computers are located; 
	seating availability

b) Functions of the library or campus website that students expected to be present on the app:

	opening hours of the library; 
	useful to find movies or encyclopedias; 
	campus directions in areas you are unfamiliar;
	incorporating the wayfinding needs of larger libraries​[22]​;
	finding a printer; exits, bathrooms, or other resources;

c) Can the app do recommendations? 

If the app could remember a students profiled use – from what books the participant has checked out and then what books that individual may want based on items checked out – also show individuals the location of books currently on the New York Times best sellers list; 

d) Other suggested features include: 
	voice-directions for people with limited vision

Things that work: Students related that using an app on their phone to find books is convenient, since there is no need to wait for a computer to look up the call number.

Surprise:  This is an area of student surprise in using the app. Students were surprised by the existence of the wayfinding app and that the app worked. Test participants also noted how easy the app was to use and were surprised it could locate the aisles of books based on call number. 

Worthwhile to develop: We asked all participants if the library should develop this software. All participants answered in the affirmative. One noted that this app was not just for those in the building but also for those who never visit the library. Another student said it would be beneficial in a bigger library. Similarly, students thought the app to be “so much better than a PC” Finally, a student told us that this was worthwhile since many people use phones and it “got us to the general area.” Students also suggested that we promote this so that more people would check out books​[23]​. Another individual was adamant that this was worthwhile to develop due to the “cool factor” – she stated that this app “shows the library is keeping up with technology.”

Discussion
By observing the areas of overlap in the results, we are able to specify the following as needs in future iterations of a library wayfinding app:
Finding 1:  single search box for the app. The first level of the interface should include a single search bar that is able to accommodate a search by title in addition to call number searching. 
Finding 2:  map should include the title of the book, an image of the book, and a map that performs similar to a GPS-like map. Dynamic responsive maps that change as the user changes position must be developed. Since location-based technology may not correctly infer user location, there is a need for a function of the app to enable the user to select the floor map they are on if the map is displaying incorrectly. 
Finding 3:  the notion of the personal and affective that impact search in libraries and use of technologies. It was not expected in a project on finding books that students would take the app’s malfunctioning personally, commenting that “the phone doesn’t like me,” or that “I broke it,” when the app did not function as designed. We did not expect the students’ concerns about previous classes and other personal domains related to university study to enter the domain of mobile app study, but these personal and affective attributes exist and impact how students will use or not use library services.
 The app is a confidence builder for students in that it may help to lower feelings of library anxiety. Students expressed feelings of anxiety or confusion when asked why they do not retrieve books from the library. According to Mellon’s 1986 study a majority of students describe their “initial response to the library in terms of fear or anxiety,” this anxiety stems from feeling lost due to “the size of the library, lack of knowledge about where things are located, how to begin, and what to do” ​[24]​.  The study identified the perception that students feel they “are expected to know how to use the library” which prevents them from asking for help.​[25]​ In order to counteract feelings of library anxiety, it must first be acknowledged as a legitimate fear and then a successful library interaction must follow​[26]​.  The app provides one tool to help students overcome library anxiety by serving as an attention-grabber. It helps students to narrow their focus by showing them how and where to begin and what to do with the call number of an item.
We repeatedly noted that students took notice of the physical signage in the library once they had the phone at hand. The app causes students to take notice of signs in the library; a common fail-point in library navigation is bypassing wayfinding support tools. It encourages students to look around the library for signage, whereas without the app, they may feel too overwhelmed to look around and make sense of their surroundings.
	One unexpected limitation that we did not control for in the study was the individuals previous experience with smart phones: some students already know how to use a smartphone, while others, in order to even make use of the app, need to spend some time familiarizing themselves with how to type on a keyboard-like interface. The Nexus One is a device that like the iPhone has no built-in keyboard, but rather a keyboard is simulated for the user.
What questions did the research raise for future work?
We present the mobile app features that students desire in the production level release of the app. The first two versions of the software are pre-release, functional prototypes, and it does exist in this form on the Android Market for student use. After two sets of studies, we feel confident that the initial production-level release which incorporates these additional data points into the software will result in an application that will be useful and used by students.
In the post-release stage of this app we will continue to study desired functions through user feedback posted to the Android market. As new features are incorporated, student feedback should continue to be gathered as an ongoing element of the design phase. Iteration of design in the production level release will be a strategy for creating library tools that truly help students.
The notion of user experience research with new technology
Studying the user experience in your library is useful for the changes you could make to services incorporating new technologies. Asking students to shape the elements of a new service before it becomes available is a good library marketing strategy. It shows that the library cares about the users’ experience in the library. This method makes possible a feedback loop in which your library can follow through on collected user experience data; ultimately signifying the library’s investment in user preferences. Beyond this, the library has demonstrated, as our test participants mentioned, that librarians are keeping up with technology. This is also indicative to the user population that the library is relevant and cutting edge in its approach to service development.
The multidisciplinary nature of this research
The informing methods and approach for this study came from a crosscutting multidisciplinary team of researchers. The lead researcher for this study developed the application from contacts in the Departments of Computer Science, Aerospace Engineering (with a robotics and IT focus), Electrical and Computer Engineering, as well as reading widely in the Human Computing Interaction literature available in the ACM digital library. Libraries may want to consider other next-generation experimental services that could result from multidisciplinary research collaborations. While not all products of a multidisciplinary partnership may result in services for library patrons, forming such partnerships could lead to new forms of thinking for your library. This shift in perspective and viewpoint can plant the seeds for the transformation of the library experience.
Conclusion 
What can be done to create usable and useful library apps for mobile devices? One possible approach, implemented here, is to iterate app design with student use data as a component of the research and development process. In this formative evaluative study researchers pilot mobile wayfinding services with students who are in the library so that the service produced includes student consultation. 
Future work in this area will be to produce a recommendation engine that can make connections between the Integrated Library System data and the student’s current location in the library stacks. Such work will require extending the components of library systems by way of extensible markup like XML and further work in associating the user location, interest, and query with relevant digital resources like library databases, the content of digitized books, or other linked data from the web. A generalized, foundational approach will be to make use of semantic web specifications like the RDF model that can create the associations necessary for recommendation engines and location-based discovery.​[27]​
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Appendix A – Investigator Log
Please describe any previous experience finding items in the Undergraduate Library?
1)	How do students react when the wayfinding application does not work as they expect? What unexpected things occur?

2)	How do students make use of the recommendation features?

3)	Are students able to locate the items that are on the shelf?

4)	How do students react if the book is not where it should be?

Note any additional observations of student use of the wayfinding software:

Appendix B – Debriefing Questions
How easy is the application to use? What would make it easier to use?
What was hard to do with the application?
What was confusing?
What was surprising?
What do you wish you could have done with the application while you were using it?
How useful do you find the application? What would make it more useful?
Would you recommend it to friends? 
What else would you use the wayfinding application for if someone didn’t ask you to find books with it?
What do you actually want from a wayfinding tool? Is there something else that should be here that is not here? 
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